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Abstract: The performance of smart structures in trajectory tracking under sub-micron level is hindered by the rate-dependent
hysteresis nonlinearity. In this paper, a Hammerstein-like model based on the support vector machines (SVM) is proposed to capture
the rate-dependent hysteresis nonlinearity. We show that it is possible to construct a unique dynamic model in a given frequency
range for a rate-dependent hysteresis system using the sinusoidal scanning signals as the training set of signals for the linear dynamic
subsystem of the Hammerstein-like model. Subsequently, a two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) H∞ robust control scheme for the rate-
dependent hysteresis nonlinearity is implemented on a smart structure with a piezoelectric actuator (PEA) for real-time precision
trajectory tracking. Simulations and experiments on the structure verify both the effectiveness and the practicality of the proposed
modeling and control methods.
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1 Introduction

The piezoelectric actuators (PEA) have received tremen-
dous interests in the past two decades and have been widely
used as micro-positioners, vibration controllers, sonar pro-
jectors and insulators, etc. The PEA applied in such de-
vices displays prominent capabilities of high stiffness, fast
frequency response and high resolution.

However, wider applications of the piezoelectric actuators
are restricted due to an inherent property of the piezoelec-
tric materials, the hysteresis nonlinearity, which can cause
undesirable inaccuracy, oscillation or even instability of the
systems. The hysteresis is embodied as a nonlinear rela-
tionship between the input voltage and the output displace-
ment, and is dependent not only on the amplitude but also
on the frequencies of the input signals. Hence the hysteresis
system is rate-dependent[1]. As shown in Fig. 1, the shape
of the hysteresis loops changes significantly with the fre-
quencies of the input signals. So it is a major challenge to
capture the complicated rate-dependent hysteretic behav-
ior precisely. Then the modeling and control of the rate-
dependent hysteresis have attracted much attention for its
sophisticated nature and extensive applications.

The existing techniques for the rate-dependent hystere-
sis modeling can be classified into three categories. The
first category is based on phenomenological models. Recent
propositions include the modified Preisach model[2], the
modified Prandtl-Ishlinskii model[3], and the generalized
Prandtl-Ishlinskii model[4]. The second category contains
the physical models. For instance, Oh and Bernstein[5, 6]

developed the semilinear Duhem model to describe the rate-
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dependent hysteresis. The third category is the intelligent
methods, such as artificial neural network (ANN)[7,8], fuzzy
tree (FT)[9], all providing efficient ways to model the rate-
dependent hysteresis. Control of smart structures with con-
sideration of hysteresis nonlinearity has also received much
attention. A very effective approach in dealing with the hys-
teresis in control system is to find an accurate model of the
hysteresis and then to use inverse compensation to cancel
out the hysteresis[10, 11]. In addition, some feedback control
schemes including adaptive control[12], robust control[13],
and optimal control[14] were also adopted in the controller
synthesis.

Fig. 1 Rate-dependent hysteresis loops of PEA

In this paper, we study the modeling and trajectory
tracking control of a PEA with rate-dependent hystere-
sis nonlinearity under variable frequencies of input signals.
First of all, a Hammerstein-like configuration[15, 16], which
includes a nonlinear dynamic block followed by a linear
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dynamic block, is employed as a universal model to cap-
ture the rate-dependent hysteresis. The paper describes
a method for identifying the nonlinear dynamic block of
the Hammerstein-like system based on support vector ma-
chines (SVM), and further gives estimates of the parameters
governing the linear dynamic block represented as an au-
toregressive exogenous (ARX) model. Then, an H∞ robust
control scheme based on the proposed hysteresis model is
applied to the PEA for real-time trajectory tracking con-
trol. Experiments are carried out to validate the proposed
model and the control scheme.

2 Rate-dependent hysteresis model

2.1 Hammerstein-like model

It is well known that finding an exact model for a complex
nonlinear system is usually very difficult and sometimes
may not even be desirable for control purpose due to the
complexity of the model. However, the Hammerstein type
of models, may be good approximations for some classes
of complex nonlinear systems. A Hammerstein model is
composed of a memoryless static nonlinearity followed by a
linear dynamical system.

Extensive research work has been done on the paramet-
ric model identification of the Hammerstein models. Ex-
isting identification methods for the Hammerstein systems
include the over-parameterization method[17], the subspace
method[18], the separable least squares approach[19], the
blind method[20], the iterative method[21] and other identi-
fication methods.

However, the conventional Hammerstein model is re-
stricted to the situation where the hysteresis loop changes
with the frequency of the input-signal while the nonlinear
part remains fairly static. To overcome this drawback, the
Hammerstein-like model, which has the same structure as
the Hammerstein model but involves dynamic nonlinearity,
is mentioned in [22]. The rate-dependent hysteresis model
shown in Fig. 2 is a Hammerstein-like model, which is the
focus of this paper.

Fig. 2 Structure of a rate-dependent Hammerstein-like hystere-

sis model

We propose a nonlinear identification method based on
the support vector machines (SVM) and model the linear
part as an ARX model with a p-th order numerator and a
q-th order denominator transfer function. Specifically, the
ARX model is assumed to have the following form:

yt =

q∑

i=1

aiyt−i +

p∑

j=0

biut−j + et, ∀t ∈ z (1)

where the equation error et is assumed to be white and zero
mean and the parameters of the ARX model are denoted
by θ = (a1, · · · , aq, b0, · · · , bp)T ∈ Rp+q+1.

2.2 SVM for function approximation

SVM based on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimen-
sion theory and the structural risk minimization principal

are developed by Vapnik[23] to solve classification and re-
gression problems. The basic concept of the SVM for re-
gression (SVR) is to map nonlinearly the original data into
a higher dimensional feature space. Hence, given a set of
data {(xk, yk)}N

k=1 with input data xk ∈ Rn and output
data yk ∈ R, the SVR function is

f(x) = 〈ω,ϕ(x)〉 + b (2)

where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the dot product, ϕ(·) : Rn → Rnh is
the mapping to the high dimensional and potentially infinite
dimensional feature space, ω ∈ Rnh is the weight vector in
primal weight space, b ∈ R is the bias term. The ω and b
are estimated by minimizing the regularized risk function
given by

R =
1

2
‖ω‖2 + C

N∑

k=1

|yk − f(xi)|ε (3)

where |y − f(x)|ε = max{0, |y − f(x)| − ε} is called the ε-
insensitive loss function, C and ε are prescribed parameters,
‖ω‖2

2
measures the flatness of the function. Therefore, C is

considered to specify the trade-off between the empirical
risk and the model flatness.

Two positive slack variables ζ and ζ∗, which represent the
distance from actual values to the corresponding boundary
values of ε-tube, are introduced. Equation (3) is trans-
formed into the following constrained form

min
J

(ω, ζ, ζ∗) =
1

2
‖ω‖2 + C

N∑

k=1

(ζk + ζ∗
k)

〈ω,ϕ(xk)〉 + bk − yk � ε + ζk

s.t. yk − 〈ω, ϕ(xk)〉 − bk � ε + ζ∗
k

ζk, ζ∗
k � 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , N. (4)

This constrained optimization problem is solved using
the following primal Lagrangian form:

L(ω, b, ζ, ζ∗, αk, α∗
k, ηk, η∗

k) =

1

2
‖ω‖2 + C

N∑

k=1

(ζk + ζ∗
k) −

N∑

k=1

(ηkζk + η∗
kζ∗

k)−

N∑

k=1

αk[ε + ζk − 〈ω,ϕ(xk)〉 − bk + yk]−

N∑

k=1

α∗
k[ε + ζ∗

k + 〈ω,ϕ(xk)〉 + bk − yk]. (5)

Equation (5) is minimized with respect to primal vari-
ables ω, b, ζ and ζ∗, and maximized with respect to non-
negative Lagrangian multipliers α, α∗, η and η∗. Therefore,
(6) is obtained as

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂L

∂ω
= 0 → ω =

N∑

k=1

(α∗
k − αk)ϕ(xk)

∂L

∂b
= 0 →

N∑

k=1

(α∗
k − αk) = 0

∂L

∂ζk
= 0 → C − αk − ηk = 0

∂L

∂ζ∗
k

= 0 → C − α∗
k − η∗

k = 0.

(6)
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Finally, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are ap-
plied to the regression, and (4) thus yields the dual
Lagrangian by substituting (6) into (5). Then, the
dual Lagrangian (7) is obtained by using kernel function
K(xk, xl) = φ(xk)φ(xl).

max{W (αk, α∗
k)} =

N∑

k=1

(αk − α∗
k)yk − ε

N∑

k=1

(αk + α∗
k)−

1

2

N∑

k=1

N∑

l=1

(αk − α∗
k)(αl − α∗

l )K(xk, xl)

s.t.
N∑

k=1

(αk − α∗
k) = 0, 0 � αk, α∗

k � C, k = 1, · · · , N.

(7)

The Lagrange multipliers in (7) satisfy the equality
α × α∗ = 0. The Lagrange multipliers α and α∗ are calcu-
lated and a desired optimal weight vector of the regression
hyperplane is

ω∗ =
N∑

k=1

(αk − α∗
k)ϕ(xk). (8)

Hence, the regression estimate function is

f(x) =
N∑

k=1

(αk − α∗
k)K(x, xk) + b (9)

where K(x, xk) is called the kernel function. In this work,
the radial basis function (RBF) is used.

K(x, xk) = e

(
−‖x−xk‖2

σ2

)

(10)

where σ denotes the bandwidth of the kernel and || · || rep-
resents the Euclidean distance. Then the parameters that
users have to specify are the error goal ε, the constant C
and the width of the RBF σ.

2.3 Parameters identification

Because the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm has a special ability to simplify the optimization im-
plementation and to quickly converge to a good solution,
automatic parameters selection for SVM based on PSO is
proposed in this paper.

PSO is a computational intelligence technique, which was
motivated by the organisms′ behavior such as shoaling of
fish and flocking of birds. PSO can solve a variety of difficult
optimization problems. The major advantage of PSO is
that it employs the physical movements of the individuals in
the swarm and has a flexible and well-balanced mechanism
to enhance and adapt to the global and local exploration
abilities. Another advantage is its simplicity in coding and
consistency in performance[24] .

The selection of three parameters (ε, C and σ) of
an SVR model is important to the generalization of the
Hammerstein-like model. The PSO algorithm is used to op-
timize the parameters for improving the precision. In the
PSO algorithm, the parameters ε, C and σ become the par-
ticles. Each particle can make use of the best position en-
countered by itself and that of its neighbors to position itself

toward an optimal solution. The performance of each par-
ticle is evaluated using a predefined fitness function, which
encapsulates the characteristics of the optimization prob-
lem. In this study, the smaller the value of fitness function
is, the better the particle is.

In each iteration, every particle calculates its velocity and
position according to

{
vk+1

i = ωvk
i + c1r1(p

k
i − xk

i ) + c2r2(p
k
g − xk

i )

xk+1
i = xk

i + vk+1
i

(11)

where k is the current step number, ω is the inertia weight,
c1 and c2 are the acceleration constants, r1 and r2 are the
two random numbers in the range [0, 1], xk

i is the current
position of the particle, pk

i is the best one of the solutions
this particle has reached, pk

g is the best one of the solutions
all the particles have reached.

The process of obtaining the optimal parameters by the
PSO from the SVM model is described in the flowchart
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 The flowchart of optimizing the SVM parameters with

PSO

2.4 Modeling performance

The modeling of rate-dependent Hammerstein-like hys-
teresis can be divided into two parts: The first part is to
identify the nonlinear subsystem through the SVM method
based on PSO. And the second part is to identify the linear
subsystem through ARX approach, which represents the
rate-dependent information in the whole model.

It is noted that our rate-dependent Hammerstein-like
hysteresis model is not only valid for single-signal hystere-
sis loop but also for compound-signal hysteresis loop. The
reason we consider the compound frequency input signal is
that this kind of signal can excite more frequency informa-
tion of PEA. And the compound frequency input signal can
be obtained through the single-signals averaging technique.

The general approximation property of the SVM makes
it possible to be used as a nonlinear dynamic system iden-
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tifier. In order to transform the multi-valued mapping of
the hysteresis nonlinearity into a one-to-one mapping, a dy-
namic discrete framework is proposed as[25]

ŷ(k + 1) = f(x(k), x(k − 1), · · · , x(k − m);

y(k), y(k − 1), · · · , y(k − n)) (12)

where x(k) and y(k) are the input and true output of the
system at time instant k, respectively, ŷ(k + 1) is the esti-
mated output of the model at time instant k + 1, m and n
are the dynamic orders. The fundamental idea of the mod-
eling method is to predict the output of the next step by
utilizing the current and previous inputs and outputs of the
plant.

The linear and rate-dependent subsystem can be repre-
sented as

L =
B(z)

A(z)
(13)

where A(z) and B(z) are polynomials in the shift operator
z−1 with z−1y(t) = y(t − 1), and

{
A(z) = 1 + a1z

−1 + a2z
−2 + . . . + aqz

−q

B(z) = b0 + b1z
−1 + b2z

−2 + . . . + bpz−p (14)

where q and p are the orders of the polynomials of A(z) and
B(z). The optimal values of p and q are searched based on
Akaike′s information criterion (AIC) which is a practical
criterion to determine the orders of linear models[26].

With the proposed model parameters identification
methods, we get the parameters of the rate-dependent
Hammerstein-like hysteresis model as

ε = 0.001, C = 623458.24, σ = 785.64 (15)

m = 4, n = 4, p = 2, q = 2. (16)

We first use a 1Hz single-signal data to construct
the nonlinear subsystem of the Hammerstein-like model
through the SVM, then apply the sinusoidal scanning sig-
nals data from 1Hz to 100 Hz to obtain the ARX model. Fi-
nally, we test the Hammerstein-like model using the single-
signal data from 1 Hz to 100 Hz and some sets of compound-
signal data, respectively.

Our experimental data are obtained at a sampling fre-
quency of 10 kHz. At every frequency, we take 500 pairs
from all experimental data and the model simulation. The
modeling and tracking control results can all be evaluated
through the root mean square error (RMSE) and the rela-
tive error (RE), which are defined, respectively, as

RMSE =

√√√√√
N∑

i=1

∣∣yi − y
′
i

∣∣2

N
(17)

RE =

√√√√√√√√

N∑
i=1

∣∣yi − y
′
i

∣∣2

N∑
i=1

|yi|2
(18)

where N is the number of data, yi is the experimental out-
put, and y′

i is the output calculated from the model.

Fig. 4 and Table 1 show the comparison between the rate-
dependent hysteresis loop measured by experiments and
those simulated based on the Hammerstein-like modeling
method at several single-signal and compound-signal in-
puts.

From the results in Fig. 4 and Table 1, we can see
the outstanding applicability of the constructed rate-
dependent Hammerstein-like model for both single-signal
and compound-signal hysteresis loops.

Fig. 4 Results of Hammerstein-like modeling

Table 1 Modeling results

Frequency (Hz) ARMSE (µm) RE

1 0.3625 0.0215

5 0.4958 0.0298

10 0.5026 0.0304

20 0.5132 0.0312

30 0.5284 0.0335

40 0.5492 0.0341

50 0.5849 0.0352

60 0.5926 0.0361

70 0.6458 0.0388

80 0.6534 0.0408

90 0.7896 0.0519

100 0.8169 0.0568

10/30/50/70/90 0.9863 0.0672

30/60/90 1.0638 0.0584

10/· · · /90 1.1259 0.0698
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It is noted that the RE in our testing frequency range of
1Hz to 100 Hz can be ensured all less than 7% due to our
modeling input signals frequency range from 1Hz to 100 Hz.
To expand the applicable frequency range of the model,
the modeling frequency range must also be expanded. Of
course, it is expected that the RE will grow with the range
of modeling frequency range.

3 H∞H∞H∞ robust controller design

In order to improve the accuracy of the tracking con-
trol, a two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) control scheme which
can achieve good performance for both reference tracking
and disturbance rejection is adopted, and an H∞ robust
controller is designed based on the 2DOF control scheme.
The rate-dependent hysteresis nonlinearity will first be com-
pensated by its inverse nonlinear hysteresis model of the
Hammerstein-like model, then the linear H∞ robust con-
trol theory is applied to the linear part[27, 28].

In Fig. 5, K is the H∞ robust controller, Wr is the pre-
compensation, N is the nonlinear part of the Hammerstein-
like model, N−1 is the inverse model of nonlinear part, L
is the linear dynamic part of the Hammerstein-like model
which is used as the nominal model, and L̃ represents the
true linear part of PEA which can be defined as

L̃=L+Δ (19)

where Δ is the additive uncertainties of the nominal model
which satisfies

|Δ(jω)| � |WΔ(jω)| , ∀ω ∈ R. (20)

Fig. 5 2DOF control scheme

In this paper, WΔ is obtained by the experiment accord-
ing to Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 The scheme of obtaining the uncertainty bound

Then we get the transfer function WΔ as

WΔ =
0.07652(s+3.412)(s+46.25)

(s+78.61)(s+7.846)
. (21)

Assume that N−1 can compensate for the nonlinear part
N , and take the uncompensated part as a linear uncertain
system, then the control scheme can be replaced by the one
with an additive uncertainty, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 2DOF control scheme with additive uncertainties

Wr is chosen to be LWr ≈ 1 in order for y to track the
reference input r. In the Hammerstein-like modeling part,
we get the linear model L as

L=
0.2146z − 0.7352

z2 − 1.4215z + 1.0257
. (22)

Now let Wr be

Wr=
1

zL
=

z2 − 1.4215z + 1.0257

z(0.2146z − 0.7352)
. (23)

In order to use continuous time H∞ robust control de-
sign method in the following, both L and Wr need to be
transformed to continuous forms.

Then the problem can be transformed to a standard H∞
robust control problem in Fig. 8, where P is the generalized
plant and K is the robust controller.

Fig. 8 The standard H∞ control system

The generalized input w and output z are defined as

w =

[
w

r

]
, z =

[
zw

e

]
(24)

and the generalized plant P can be obtained from Fig. 7 as

P =

⎡

⎢⎣
0 Wr 1

−WΔ 0 −L

−WΔ 0 −L

⎤

⎥⎦ . (25)

Let Tzw denote the transfer function from w to z. Then
the problem is reduced to design an H∞ controller K which
satisfies

min
K stabilize P

‖Tzw‖∞ . (26)

We apply the command hinfsyn in the Matlab Robust
Toolbox to get a 7th order controller K7 and the command
bstmr to get a 3rd order reduced-order controller K3. Fig. 9
shows the Bode diagrams of the full-order and the reduced-
order controllers.

K3 =
248.3778(s + 1.329e004)(s + 2.227)

s(s + 3305)(s + 174)
. (27)
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Fig. 9 Bode diagram of the controllers (full-order and the

reduced-order)

Both the amplitude and the phase frequency responses
of the reduced-order robust controller do not change much
from those of the full-order controller in the frequency range
from 1Hz to 100 Hz and beyond. Hence the reduced-order
controller will be used in the tracking control experiment.

4 Tracking control experiment

The experimental setup was constructed to achieve tra-
jectory tracking control as shown in Fig. 10. The PEA was
manufactured by the Piezomechanik GmbH company, and
the product type is PSt150/5/25 VS10. The stroke of the
PEA is about ±25μm, and the applied voltage range of the
PEA is 0–150 V. The D/A converter transforms the con-
trol signal from the industrial computer to the PEA by
the specified power amplifier, and the displacement is mea-
sured by an eddy current sensor with a 0.1 μm resolution.
At the same time, the PEA displacement is transformed via
the A/D converter to dSPACE control board (DS1103) and
recorded in the industrial computer.

Fig. 10 Experiment equipment

We set the same amplitude 15 μm for the different fre-
quency input signals. The H∞ robust controller is designed
based on the constructed Hammerstein-like model. It is
connected in the system which can be used at different in-
put signals either as a single-signal or a compound-signal.

Fig. 11 and Table 2 show the trajectory tracking control

results of the H∞ robust controller at different single-signal
and compound-signal inputs.

Fig. 11 Results of H∞ robust tracking control

Table 2 Tracking control results

Amplitude Frequency ARMSE RE

(µm ) (Hz) (µm)

15 1 0.2769 0.0247

15 5 0.2764 0.0264

15 10 0.2865 0.0271

15 20 0.3285 0.0306

15 30 0.3865 0.0321

15 40 0.4315 0.0402

15 50 0.5623 0.0518

15 60 0.7269 0.0663

15 70 0.8567 0.0741

15 80 0.8972 0.0816

15 90 0.9068 0.0884

15 100 0.9684 0.0915

15 10/20/40 0.3659 0.0495

15 10/30/50/70/90 0.5676 0.0861

15 20/40/60/80/100 0.4012 0.0739

Remark 1. The amplitude of reference signal should be
constrained in the output driving range of the PEA between
umin and umax, otherwise the outranged reference signal
may not be attained. To solve this problem, one method
is to predict the output range of PEA during the modeling
procedure.

Remark 2. The tracking control results in the above
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figure and table reveal that the H∞ robust controller is
effective for both the single-input and the compound-input
frequencies, and the maximum RE is less than 10% in the
specified range of the PEA system.

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a rate-dependent hysteresis non-
linear model for precise tracking control of the PEA. We
model the rate-dependent hysteresis by the Hammerstein-
like model based on the SVM. Based on the Hammerstein-
like model, we compensate the nonlinear part and design the
H∞ robust controller for the rate-dependent linear model.
Experimental results demonstrate that the Hammerstein-
like model can capture the rate-dependent hysteresis effect,
and the 2DOF control scheme with the H∞ robust con-
troller for the rate-dependent nonlinear hysteresis is effec-
tive.
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